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Abstract
Often there is a need to collect expertise from more than one expert for decision making. Currently, the fast
development for example in telecommunications, Internet, and WWW offers possibilities to collect even remote experts
into groups. When opinions are collected from more than one expert for decision making, as in Group decision support
systems (GDSS), one must either select the opinion of one expert or pool experts’ opinions. Several different ways of
pooling the expert opinions have been suggested, because it is assumed that final opinion has more validity if it forms
some kind of consensus among the experts. One classical way of pooling is the use of voting. Our goal is to develop
multiple expert voting system that is able to produce the final opinion of an expert group. In this paper we discuss a
weighted voting system in which each voter express at most one opinion during each voting situation and the opinion
receiving most support from voters wins. In our weighted approach each voter has in each vote as many votes as his
weight indicates. These weights are changed between the voting situations taking into account the quality of decision.
Our voting system includes four main parts implementing four so called strategies: strategy of deriving final opinion,
strategy of quality evaluation of the derived opinion, strategy of voting, and strategy of expert ranking and rank
refinement. In this paper we fix the first three strategies and investigate how different rank refinement strategies
influence during voting process and to the final result. We have developed and experimentally evaluated two such
strategies: the strategy of equal demands to leaders and losers and the strategy which sets higher demands to leaders than
to losers. In an example we found, that the first strategy produces very fast clear subgroups of leaders and losers, but the
quality of the final decision varies greatly from vote to vote. We also found that when the second strategy is used ranks
change more slowly and the variation in quality is not so big, but rank updating requires more resources.

1. Introduction
Often there is a need to collect expertise from more than one expert for decision making. Group
decision support systems (GDSS) have been developed to support the work of decision making
groups. Nowadays, these systems offer several kinds of support for brainstorming, discussions,
comments' exchange, document editing, and voting. Currently, the fast development for example in
telecommunications, Internet, and WWW offers possibilities to collect even remote experts into
groups. When in a decision making situation more than one expert is used, one must either select
the opinion of the best expert or pool experts’ opinions 10, 3.
Pooling of expert opinions can be made in several different ways. In 10 one logic for reasoning
with inconsistent knowledge coming from different and not fully reliable experts have been
described. The inconsistency is resolved by considering the reliability of experts using the
interpretation as follows: if two opinions conflict the least reliable opinion has the highest
probability of being wrong. Another way is to develop a solution found by a group of experts
further. It is true that at least in negotiation situations experts who have found compromise seem
generally not to be willing to develop it further 6.
In practice, one of the following three strategies may be used: use opinion of only one expert;
collect opinions of multiple experts, but use them one at a time, or integrate the opinions of the
experts. Research described in 8 deals mainly with the strategy of integrating the opinions. It is
assumed that acquired knowledge has more validity if it forms a consensus among the experts. In
7, five techniques are discussed and compared for aggregating expertise. In this study, knowledge
is aggregated using classical statistical methods as regression and discriminant analysis, the ID3
pattern classification method, the k-NN technique, and neural networks. In aggregating knowledge,

the authors try to identify the significance of each extracted factor and the functional interrelationship among the relevant factors.
In [4] voting methods are classified into three groups: 1) a group where each voter selects at
most one alternative and the alternative with most votes win, 2) a group where each voter can select
several alternatives and the alternative with most votes win, and 3) a group where each voter
submits reference ranking of the alternatives, selects at most one alternative and the alternative with
most votes wins, according to the number of alternatives that a person can select.
In this paper we continue research presented in [5]. In chapter 2 we present a model for the
voting part of a GDSS and define the basic concepts used throughout the paper. The voting part is
composed from four parts (later called strategies), namely strategy of deriving final opinion, strategy
of quality evaluation of the derived opinion, strategy of voting, and strategy of expert ranking and
rank refinement. In this paper we fix the first three strategies to investigate how different rank
refinement strategies influence the voting process and the final result. In chapter 3 we describe
shortly the first three parts of the voting system and in chapter 4 more deeply the fourth part. In the
fifth chapter we present some experimental results of two rank refinement strategies. We conclude
discussing results in chapter 6.
2. Model of the voting system and basic concepts
In the beginning of this chapter, we describe a model of voting system that can be part of any
GDSS. Then we define the basic concepts used in the rest of the paper.
2.1. The voting system
The voting system is described in Figure 1. The central part of the system includes the techniques
used to implement the four main functions of it. These four parts are the technique of deriving final
opinion, the technique of quality evaluation of the derived opinion, the technique of voting, and the
technique of expert ranking and rank refinement. Outside this core of the voting system there are
experts who give their answers (i.e. votes) to the questions following the voting technique and the
final opinion produced by the system with its quality evaluation. Interactions between the parts of
the system are described by directed arrows.
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Figure 1. The voting system

Now we will define the basic concepts used in this paper.
Multiple expert voting system is a six-tuple <S,D,Q,V,P,T>, where:
S  S1 , S 2 ,..., S n  is the set of n experts. We assign a numerical rank to each expert. These
rank values form the set r  r1 , r2 ,..., rn  where each r is the rank of the corresponding expert
which presents his authority in the domain area. The rank values are changed during the voting
process.
D  D1 , D2 ,..., Dd  is the set of d opinions. Domain may be structured, and then each opinion
consists of m components Di  (C1 , C2 ,..., Cm ) . The value of each component is taken from the
corresponding set of values E. There are restrictions concerning the valid combinations of the
components. These restrictions are presented by predicate Di, as follows:

1, if a combination (C1 , C2 ,..., Cm ) is valid in the domain,
Di (C1 , C2 ,..., Cm )  
0, otherwise.

Q  Q1 , Q2 ,..., Qq  is an ordered set of all the q questions, asked for experts during the voting
process.
V  V1 ,V2 ,...,Vq  is an ordered set of the q answers on corresponding questions of the set Q.
Initially, it contains undefined answers, with the meaning “no answer given”. Each answer
Vi V must be filled with only one opinion, constructed using the method to derive the final
opinion on the basis of the n experts’ opinions. The resulting opinion must belong to the set of all
possible domain concepts: Vi  D . The final opinions are derived one-by-one in the order of the
questions.
P is a semantic predicate, which defines piece of knowledge about relationship in the domain
between the sets Q, D and S:
1, if the experts S k gives opinion D j as his answer to the question Qi ;
P(Qi , D j , S k )  
0, otherwise.
The value of this predicate is updated just after experts’ vote. Notice that the voting system of
Figure 1 does not include any special domain knowledge outside the opinions of the experts.
T  {T1 , T2 ,..., Tt } is the set of t techniques to process experts’ opinions. In each voting process a
group of four techniques are fixed. This group can be defined as a fourtuple MS , QS , RS ,VS , where:
MS implements the strategy that is used to derive the final opinion,
QS implements the strategy to measure the quality of the final opinion,
RS implements experts’ ranks recalculation process (rank refinement strategy), and
VS implements the voting strategy that defines the ordering and grouping of the questions asked
from the experts.
3. Strategies of techniques
Each group of techniques implements the four strategies: strategy to derive the final opinion,
strategy to evaluate the quality of the final opinion, voting strategy, and strategy of rank refinement.
Each strategy determines one aspect of the behaviour of the system and the first three of them will

be shortly discussed in this chapter and their implementation is fixed for the rest of this paper. The
fourth, rank refinement strategy will be discussed more deeply in the next chapter.
3.1. A strategy for deriving the final opinion
There exist several ways to derive the final opinion from the different opinions of experts. In this
paper we select the most supported opinion as the final opinion. When the most supported opinion
is determined we take into account the ranks of the experts so that higher ranked experts (later
called as leaders) have more influence than lower ranked experts (later called losers).
The most supported opinion concerning question Q is derived in the following way: first each
expert gives his votes about the usage of each component of the opinion, then ( n  m )-matrix SCQ is
formed. This defines relationships between the experts S and their opinions about components Ci as
opinion V on the question Q, which can be presented formally as:

Si  S , Di  C1 , C2 ,..., Cm , DC1 , C2 ,..., Cm & P( S , Q, Di )  ( SCiQ,q  Cq ), q = 1,m.
The technique takes into account the rank of each expert which defines the weight of his vote
among all the other votes. Let rvi be the rank of i-th expert before v-th voting. Let the vector VOTEQ
contain the opinions of the experts in the current vote concerning question Q. It is derived from the
matrix SCQ as follows:
VOTE qQ  qQ   qQ , q 1, m ,

where
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In general case, after derivation the VOTE vector can include an impossible opinion due to
inconsistency in the experts’ knowledge expressed by components of opinion. If the domain area is
such then some domain-specific algorithm is needed to fix the most supported opinion.
3.2. A strategy to evaluate the quality of the final opinion
In this paper we base the quality evaluation on the number of votes given by experts. If there exists
some deeper knowledge from the domain area it can be used for quality evaluation purpose. Here
we assume that the quality of the final opinion is higher when the number of votes that agree with
the final opinion is large. The quality evaluation formula is:
m
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3.3. A voting strategy
There are several ways to order and group the questions given to experts for voting, i.e. expressing
their opinions. We have discussed three voting strategies in [9]. In this paper we use batch voting
strategy because it is not too sensitive on order and makes rank evaluation more flexible.
According to the batch voting strategy experts vote the same questions k times repeating their
correct or wrong answers. Formally we define the sets QB (questions) and VB (answers) as:
Q B  Q  Q...Q , V B  V
 V...
V ,





k times

k times

where operation «  » denotes concatenation of two ordered sets.
Thus k series of q most supported opinions are produced. The last most supported opinion is the
final opinion and thus the last q elements of the set VB will form the resulting V as follows:
Vi  VqB( k 1) i , i = 1,q .

Expert ranks are changed during this iterative voting process according to the relationship
between expert’s opinion and the most supported one. Thus this strategy requires k*q rank
recalculations.
4. Rank refinement strategies
There are several different ways for rank refinement. In this paper we use rank values in the interval
[0,n] where n is the number of experts. In this chapter we discuss two techniques to implement two
different strategies. The first one is based on the idea that the changes in ranks do not depend on the
expert belonging among those with ranks above the value n/2 or among those with ranks below the
value n/2. Only the distance from the value n/2 has effect. Also the changes in both directions have
the same size. We call this as a strategy with “equal requirements to leaders and losers”. The second
strategy is based on the idea that those who have higher previous ranks should have bigger
responsibility than those who have smaller ranks. This means that an expert who has rank above n/2
in the case of having “wrong” opinion receives bigger negative change in rank than an expert who
has already rank below n/2. Also when an expert has “right” opinion the positive change in his rank
depends on his previous rank value so that those who have smaller ranks will receive bigger positive
changes than those who have higher rank values. We call this as a strategy with “greater
requirements to leaders than losers”. These are discussed in their own subchapters but first we
describe the common rank refinement formula where these strategies are implemented as part of the
formula.
The main formula used to refine the rank of each expert is:

ri v 1  ri v  ri v ,
where the value of ri v (the amount of punishment or prize), is calculated by the formula:
v
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the value  iv depends on the rank refinement strategy.





The formulas, above, are based on the following basic assumptions:
n
All the experts have the same initial rank which is equal to .
2
An expert’s rank is always bigger than zero and less than the number of experts.
After each vote the rank of each expert is recalculated.
After each vote an expert improves his rank if his opinion has less conflicts with the most
supported opinion, than the experts on an average. Otherwise, he loses part of his rank. In the

 v  coniv
, where con (maximum
con
possible conflicts between opinions) is used to normalise the result.
 Expert’s rank should not be changed if the expert does not participate voting.
 Expert’s rank should not be changed if his opinion has as many conflicts with the final opinion as
experts have on an average.
 The value of an expert responsibility grows from one vote to another. Thus an expert cannot lose
or improve his rank essentially during the first vote. However, the maximum possible change in
the ranks grows from vote to vote according to the multiplier  i .
main formula, above, this is achieved by the multiplier

4.1. The strategy “equal requirements to leaders and losers”
This strategy is based on the idea that the changes in ranks do not depend on the expert belonging
among those with ranks above the value n/2 (leaders) or among those with ranks below the value
n/2 (losers). There are several ways to implement this strategy but we have chosen to define the
value of  iv using the formula:

 iv 

2  ri v  (n  ri v )
.
n

This formula has the following characteristics:
 The amount of change is biggest for an expert with the rank equal to

n

.
2
 The amount of change converges to zero when expert’s rank approaches zero or n.
This strategy is very demanding to the experts. Even if an expert makes only a few mistakes in
the very beginning of the voting process and falls into the group of “losers” he encounters quite big
difficulties to restore his rank. On the other hand, if an expert manages in the beginning climb into
the group of “leaders” he will quite probably stay there. Also, an expert with the smallest possible
rank has an equal responsibility for a mistake as an expert with the highest possible rank. This gives
no chance to a loser to catch up a leader. It is reasonable to use this strategy in applications where
there are many experts in the beginning and goal is to select only some of them to continue voting
after some initial questions.
4.2. The strategy “greater requirements to leaders than to losers”
This strategy is based on the idea that the changes in ranks depend on the expert belonging to those
who have the rank above n/2 or below n/2. As the name of the strategy reveals the experts who have
higher previous ranks will have bigger responsibility than those who have smaller ranks. When an
expert belonging to leaders gives more than on an average conflicting opinion his rank will be
changed more towards zero than the rank of an expert belonging to losers in the same situation.
Changes also to the opposite direction, towards n are analogous so that leaders receive smaller
change than losers. Also this strategy can be implemented in several ways, but we have chosen to
define the value of  iv using the formula:
 (riv  n) 2
, if ( v  coniv )  0;

 iv   2  vn 2
 (ri ) , if ( v  con v )  0.
i

2n






This formula has the following characteristics:
The positive amount of change is biggest for an expert with the rank close to zero.
The negative amount of change is biggest for an expert with the rank close to n.
The positive amount of change converges to zero when expert’s rank approaches n.
The negative amount of change converges to zero when expert’s rank approaches zero.

This strategy is much more permitting to the mistakes of experts than the previous one. If an
expert makes a few mistakes in the very beginning of the voting process and falls to the group of
losers he will not be as responsible for new “mistakes” as a leader and he still have a possibility to
climb back later. On the other hand, if an expert succeeds very well in the very beginning and
becomes a leader then he has high responsibility for any mistakes in the future. It is reasonable to
use this strategy in applications where opinions of all experts are always wanted and where experts
are wanted to be motivated to learn.
5. Experiments
In this chapter we describe the domain area of temporal intervals and then in separate subchapters
the experiments of the behaviour of the two strategies with an example taken from this domain area.
The domain area of Allen’s [1,2] relations between two temporal intervals is structured and has
restrictions on the component combinations if these intervals are presented using the endpoints of
the intervals and their relations. The temporal domain is defined according to Allen [1,2] as a set of
13 basic relations Ri for temporal intervals, shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The set R of Allen’s basic temporal relations
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Let there be four experts voting on three tasks in Allen temporal domain. Each expert has
expressed his three opinions on the three questions (q=3), as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Expert opinions in the example

1st question
T1 during T2
T1 overlaps T2
T1 starts T2.
T1 finished by T2

Expert
S1
S2
S3
S4

2nd question
T3 after T4
T3 meets T4
T3 overlapped by T4
T3 before T4

3rd question
T5 includes T6
T5 finished by T6
T5 after T6
T5 starts T6

5.1. The strategy “equal requirements to leaders and losers”
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In the experiment the opinions of the four experts on three tasks in Table 1 were processed using the
batch voting strategy and seven iterations were made. The most supported opinion on each vote
depends on the ranks of the experts in each vote. In Figure 3 the values of experts' ranks after each
vote are presented on the vertical axis and the values of each expert are connected by differently
marked lines presenting the dynamics of ranks.
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Figure 3. Rank dynamics under the strategy of equal requirements

In Figure 4 the experts’ opinions to questions 1,2 and 3 (Q1, Q2, and Q3) are presented so that
the topmost line in their own columns includes graphical representation of the temporal intervals
T1, T3 and T5. In the next row (S1) there is graphical representation of the expert S1 opinion about
the temporal relations between the interval pairs: (T1,T2), (T3,T4), and (T5,T6). The rows S2, S3,
and S4 include the opinions of the other experts in the same order. The last line includes the most
supported opinion after all iterations.
T1

T3

T5

S1
S2
S3
S4
MSUP

Figure 4. Illustration for the strategy of equal requirements

The corresponding dynamic in the final opinion (the most supported opinion) is included in Table 2.
Table 2. MSUP dynamics for the strategy of equal requirements

The Most supported opinions
Q1
Q2
Q3
(7) Overlaps
(7) Overlaps
(6) Includes

Iterations
1
2

(7) Overlaps

(7) Overlaps

(6) Includes

3

(7) Overlaps

(7) Overlaps

(6) Includes

4

(7) Overlaps

(7) Overlaps

(12) Finished by

5

(7) Overlaps

(3) Meets

(12) Finished by

6

(7) Overlaps

(3) Meets

(12) Finished by

As can be seen from the Figure 3 the ranks of the experts are very close each other after the first
iteration. The most supported opinions during the iterations 1, 2, and 3 are: overlaps (question 1),
overlaps (question 2), and includes (question 3). Expert S2 raises his rank, experts S1 and S4 keep
their ranks without significant changes, and expert S3 looses his rank.
Iterations 4 and 5 are critical in the rank dynamics. The high rank of the expert S2 makes him
dominant and he begins to form the most supported opinion alone. This changes the most supported
opinion in questions 2 and 3 resulting conflicting opinion with the expert S1, who begins to lose his
rank quickly.
Iterations 6 and 7 fix the situation, expert S2 has the highest rank (equal to 3,9947) and his
opinion dominates when the most supported opinion is derived. Rank of expert S3 is very small
(0,0642) and also the rank of the expert S1 is going down.
The value of the evaluated quality is also included in Figure 3. It varies greatly from vote to vote
during the first iterations.
5.2. The strategy “greater requirements to leaders than to losers”
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In the experiment the opinions of the four experts on three tasks in Table 1 were processed using the
batch voting strategy and 21 iterations were made. In Figure 5 the values of experts' ranks after each
vote are presented on the vertical axis and the values of each expert are connected by differently
marked lines showing the dynamics of ranks analogously to the Figure 3.
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Figure 5. Rank dynamics under the strategy of different requirements

We see that the ranks of the experts change much slower than when the strategy of equal
requirements is used. After that the rank of expert S2 continues its slow growth and the rank of
expert S3 its slow decrease, when the ranks of experts S1 and S4 remain almost at their ordinary
level. Iterations 12 and 13 are the turning points after which expert S2 receives dominating
position. After all the 21 iterations the rank of expert S2 is 3,5520 and the rank of expert S3 is
0,6023. Also the quality parameter changes quite slowly.
Expert opinions and voting results after 21 iteration coincide with results, obtained with
previous strategy. They are presented in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Illustration for the strategy of different requirements

The dynamic of the most supported opinion for the strategy of different requirements is presented in
Table 3. It is interesting to notice that the most supported opinion was not changed during first 11
iterations.
Table 3. MSUP dynamics for the strategy of different requirements

Iteration
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Most supported opinions
Q1
Q2
Q3
(7) Overlaps
(7) Overlaps
(6) Includes
(7) Overlaps
(7) Overlaps
(6) Includes
(7) Overlaps
(7) Overlaps
(6) Includes
(7) Overlaps
(7) Overlaps
(6) Includes
(7) Overlaps
(7) Overlaps
(6) Includes
(7) Overlaps
(7) Overlaps
(6) Includes
(7) Overlaps
(7) Overlaps
(6) Includes
(7) Overlaps
(7) Overlaps
(6) Includes
(7) Overlaps
(7) Overlaps
(6) Includes
(7) Overlaps
(7) Overlaps
(6) Includes
(7) Overlaps
(7) Overlaps
(6) Includes
(7) Overlaps
(7) Overlaps
(12) Finished by
(7) Overlaps
(3) Meets
(12) Finished by
(7) Overlaps
(3) Meets
(12) Finished by
(7) Overlaps
(3) Meets
(12) Finished by
(7) Overlaps
(3) Meets
(12) Finished by
(7) Overlaps
(3) Meets
(12) Finished by
(7) Overlaps
(3) Meets
(12) Finished by
(7) Overlaps
(3) Meets
(12) Finished by
(7) Overlaps
(3) Meets
(12) Finished by
(7) Overlaps
(3) Meets
(12) Finished by

The most supported opinions, obtained after processing expert opinions with both strategies are
presented in Figure 7. Figure 7 shows, that both strategies form similar consensus after 7 iterations.
Both of them give the same most supported opinions on the 1st task (overlaps). Most supported
opinions on the 2nd task differ only in one endpoint relation, as well as the 3rd most supported one.
Most supported opinions
Strategy of equal requirements, 7 iterations
T1

T3

T5

(7) Overla ps

(3) Meets

(12) Finished by

Strategy of different requirements, 7 iterations
T1

T3

T5

(7) Overla ps

(7) Overla ps

(6) Includes

Strategy of different requirements, 21 iterations
T1

T3

T5

(7) Overla ps

(3) Meets

(12) Finished by

Figure 7. Comparison of both ranking strategies

Figure 7 also shows that the most supported opinion obtained with the first strategy after 7
iterations is equal to one obtained by the second strategy after 21 iterations.
6. Conclusions
When opinions are collected from more than one expert for decision making one must either select
the opinion of one expert or pool experts’ opinions. Several different ways of pooling the expert
opinions have been suggested, because it is assumed that final opinion has more validity if it forms
some kind of consensus among the experts. One classical way of pooling is the use of voting.
In this paper we have discussed a weighted voting system in which each voter express at most
one opinion during each voting situation and the opinion receiving most support from voters wins.
In our weighted approach each voter has in each vote as many votes as his weight indicates. These
weights are changed between the voting situations taking into account the quality of decision.
Our voting system includes four main parts implementing four so called strategies: strategy of
deriving final opinion, strategy of quality evaluation of the derived opinion, strategy of voting, and
strategy of expert ranking and rank refinement. Our focus in this paper is on the rank refinement
strategy and we have developed and experimentally evaluated two such strategies.
We found, that the strategy of equal demands to leaders (weight over middle value) and losers
(weight under middle value) produce very fast clear subgroups of leaders and losers. But quality of
the final decision varies greatly from vote to vote. This strategy demands less updating resources,

but gives rough and varying results. It seems that it might be useful in time-critical applications
where the lasting quality is not the main goal.
The other strategy which sets higher demands for leaders than losers changes ranks more slowly.
Also the variation in quality is not so big, but rank updating requires more resources. It seems that
this strategy might be useful in applications where steady quality is important.
In our test example both strategies gave same final results but there were clear difference in the
number of iterated voting situations needed. This difference is expected still increase when the
number of experts is raised. It seems that domain related context-dependent methods are needed to
select appropriate strategies for voting systems. Our approach can be further developed towards
multi-level system. This approach might be extremely important when there exist many distributed
experts and limited resources in time-critical domain area.
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